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I. Introdu tion
If we denote the sides of a triangle by (a; b; ) then the area is given by
p

(1)
 = s(s a)(s b)(s )
where s = (a + b + )=2 is the semiperimeter. This formula is usually attributed
to Heron of Alexandria ir a 100 BC - 100 AD. However, it was already known to
Ar himedes prior to 212 BC [5, p. 105℄.
Our investigation is limited to triangles with rational sides. Even with sides of
rational length, \Heron's" formula shows that the area need not be rational; any
triangle with three rational sides and rational area is alled a Heron triangle. The
smallest su h triangle with integer sides is the familiar (5; 4; 3) right triangle (with
area 6) shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. - The (5,4,3) right triangle
If we let (k; l; m) denote the medians that are in ident with the respe tive sides
(a; b; ), they an be expressed in terms of the sides:
p
p
p
(2) k = 21 2b2 + 2 2 a2; l = 12 2 2 + 2a2 b2; m = 21 2a2 + 2b2 2 :
The medians of the (5; 4; 3) triangle are (k; l; m) = 5/2; p13/2; p73/2. This
triangle has rational area and one rational median|from the midpoint of the
hypotenuse to the vertex at the right angle. It is an interesting exer ise to prove
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that integer right triangles have pre isely one rational median [1, p. 31℄|the
median to the hypotenuse.
But an any Heron triangle have two rational medians? In 1905, S hubert [3,
p. 199℄ laimed that no su h triangle ould exist. As Di kson points out [3, p.
208℄, S hubert's proof was awed but no su h triangle was forth oming. Despite
this aw, the parametrization used by S hubert turns out to be extremely useful
in helping to un over a key underlying pattern.
II. The S hubert Parameters

Consider the triangle in Figure 2, showing one of the medians with its adja ent
angles. If we apply the trigonometri identity
 
ot 2 = 1 sinos
to the angle a say, in Figure 2, then it is lear that the orresponding half-angle
otangent is rational only if sin a and os a are rational.
A
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- The angles related to S hubert's parameters
 and os a = b2 + k2 (a=2)2 ;
sin a = bk
2bk
we see that sin a, os a and hen e ot( a/2) are rational for any Heron triangle
with a rational median k. The same argument applies to all the angles a ; a; a; Æa
adja ent to median k so all the half-angle otangents are rational in this ase. To
ensure an unambiguous naming s heme for these parameters we impose a ounterlo kwise orientation on the triangle around its entroid. Then the angles that
the median to side a makes with the triangle, beginning with the two at the vertex, are labeled a; a; a; Æa as in Figure 2. The respe tive half-angle otangents
are denoted by Ma; Pa ; Xa; Ya . We all the set of rational numbers (M; P; X; Y )
`S hubert parameters'; it is understood that if no subs ript is present then the parameters are all obtained from 3the2 same
median. For the (5; 4; 3) Heron triangle,
we obtain (Ma; Pa; Xa; Ya) = 1 ; 1 ; 43 ; 34 .
Table 1. S hubert parameters for a triangle with sides (a; b; )

Sin e

Figure 2.

Ma = 4bk+a243b2 2
Xa = 2ak 4
b2 + 2

Pa = 4 k+a24b2 3 2
Ya = 2ak+4
b2 2
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The half-angle otangents X and Y satisfy XY = 1, while the three half-angle
otangents M , P , and X satisfy an important relationship rst proved by S hubert:
(3)

(M 1=M ) (P 1=P ) = 2(X 1=X ) :

Although only two parameters suÆ e to des ribe any triangle, we usually onsider
three parameters (M; P; X ). It is important to note that if (M; P; X ) does satisfy
equation (3), then so do 32 related 3-tuples. These o ur be ause equation (3) is
invariant under the following operations:
(i) repla e any parameter by its negated inverse, or
(ii) inter hange M and P while also inverting X , or
(iii) simultaneously invert all three of the parameters.
Sin e all su h 3-tuples orrespond to the same Heron triangle, we o asionally use
an alternate representation.
Conversely, if we know any set of S hubert parameters, (M; P; X ) say, then we
an al ulate the ratio of the sides (a; b; ) from
a

(4)

=2


X + X1
P + P1

b

1

= MP ++ M1
P

:

This spe i es the triangle up to homothety (a similarity transformation), whi h is
suÆ ient for our purposes.
In the pro ess of trying to des ribe all rational-sided triangles with three rational
medians the rst author dis overed that any rational-sided triangle, (a; b; ), with
two rational medians is given by the parametrization (see [1, p. 38℄)
a =  f( 22 2 ) + (2 2 ) +  + 1g
b =  f(2 + 22 ) + (2 2 )  + 1g
=  f(2 2 ) + (2 + 2 + 2 ) +  g

(5)

for (; ; ) onstrained su h that  > 0, 0 < ;  < 1, and  + 2 > 1. In this
ase, if the parameters (; ; ) are rational, then the orresponding triangle must
have rational sides and two rational medians, namely k and l, but not ne essarily
rational area. The s aling fa tor  is usually set to one. Solving for  and  gives
(6)

=

a

p 2 2 2
2 + 2a b

a+b+

and

=

b

p
 2b2 + 2 2 a2 :
a+b+

Any triangle obtained from a rational triple (M; P; X ) has rational sides, rational area, and one rational median, while a triangle obtained from a rational
pair (; ) has rational sides and two rational medians. It is the unveiling of the
interplay of these two parametrizations of a triangle that ultimately allows us to
make progress on the question mentioned in the introdu tion.
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III. Sear h results and hint of a onne tion

In 1986, both authors, unaware of ea h other's work, began sear hing for Heron
triangles with two rational medians. One parti ularly eÆ ient method is to enumerate over the rational parameters (; ) in equations (5) and then he k if the
area of the orresponding triangle is rational. This te hnique allowed us to obtain
the last two triangles in Table 2; meanwhile naive exhaustion struggled to rea h
the fourth triangle in the list.
Table 2. Sides, medians, area of dis overed Heron triangles
a

Sides
b

k
35
2

73
51
26
626 875
291 572
4368 1241 3673 1657
14791 14384 11257 21177
2
28779 13816 15155 3589
2
1823675 185629 1930456 2048523
2

Medians
l
97
2
433
2
7975
2

11001
21937

3751059
2

Area

420
55440
2042040
75698280
23931600
142334216640

So Heron triangles with two rational medians do exist. Naturally we wondered
how to nd, or better yet generate, more su h triangles. The rst author noted
that the rst, se ond, fth, and sixth triangles of Table 2 have related internal
angles and asked how this ould be exploited.
IV. Dis overy of the sequen e of squares

In O tober 1989, the se ond author dis overed a remarkable onne tion between
the Xa and Xb parameters of related triangles. By sele ting the \appropriate"
S hubert parameters and inverting where ne essary (denoted by an asterisk), it
be ame possible to arrange the four triangles into a logi al hain su h that the Mb
parameter from one triangle was equal to the Pa parameter of the next triangle.
We label these rst four triangles of the hain (see Table 3) by level 1, 2, 3 and
4 respe tively, and insert the degenerate triangle (2; 1; 1), with rational area and
medians, at level 0 to start the hain logi ally.
level i Triangle Ma(i) Pa (i) Xa(i) Mb(i) Pb (i) Xb(i)
2
3
2
3
2
0 (2; 1; 1) 32
3
2
3
2
3
4
2
8
35
84
7
1 1st
1
3
3
6
5
40
77 
99 
35
63
176 
18
2 2nd
1
6
10
105
360
32
75
176
539
3080
14504
147
3 5th
98
105
800
111
275
1850


5312
36480 
3256
1344 3080 363
4 6th
605
111 4736
165585 255189 70301
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Table 3. Triangles with a ommon fMb(i); Pa (i + 1)g ratio.
The ru ial observation o urred by omparing the Xb(i) and Xa(i +1)2 ratios
of onse utive triangles. From levels 1 and 2 we observed
that 6340107 =  23 . Simi
2
35 2
1850
larly, levels 2, 3 and 3, 4 imply that 8009932539 = 353 and 147
3634736 = 88 . In other
words, there is a distin t pattern of rational squares in the rst few produ ts of
the numerators and denominators of the Xb(i) and Xa(i +1) parameters. Furthermore, the denominator of one square be omes the numerator of the next square.
Now all one needs to spe ify the next triangle in the hain is the denominator
of the X produ t ratio sin e this would determine P (i + 1), X (i + 1) and hen e
M (i +1) via S hubert's equation. For example, we set Pa (5) = Mb (4). Then sin e
 2
88
36480  70301
=
numerator(Xa(5))  denominator(Xa (5))
k

and sin e Pa (5) and Xa(5) must lead to a rational value of Ma(5) in S hubert's
equation (3), one nds that k = 37 and hen e Xa(5) = 780330
581 . Now al ulate the
S hubert parameters orresponding to the other rational median in this triangle
and repeat the pro ess. This leads to the sequen e of ratios
 2  2 

1
2

;

2
3

;

3 2 ;  35 2 ;  88 2 ;  37 2 ;  4731 2 ; : : :
35
88
37
4731
107134

This permitted us to generate the next few triangles. For example, the fth Heron2-median triangle has sides given by (2442655864; 2396426547; 46263061).
V. Conne tion to Somos sequen es

There the matter stood for 5 years, until the two authors were able to reestablish onta t. The main question was: How was the rational square sequen e
determined, and ould a formula be found for it? After intense orresponden e
from late 1994 to early 1995, we obtained some interesting results.
The problem with the method des ribed in the previous se tion is that it requires the fa torization of numbers that are growing very rapidly. Furthermore,
there is still some ambiguity about inverting ertain parameters and not others.
We found that all of the (M; P; X ) parameters ould be formed as a ombination
of two series. Noti e that the numerator of the Xb parameter in Table 4 is the
produ t a1  a2  a3  a4 and the denominator is likewise the produ t b1  b2  b3  b4,
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Table 4. De omposition of the parameter Xb(i)
i

Numerator Fa tors

a1

a2

a3

a4

Denominator Fa tors
b1 b2

b3

b4

Parameter
Xb (i)

2
0 21 1 1
1 11 1 3
1
3
7
1 11 1 1
7 22 2 5
1
40
32
2 22 1 1
8 1  3 3 11
1
99
147
3 13 7 7
1 2  5 5 37
1
1850
36480
4 2  5 8 8 57 1  11 11 83
7
70301
4301
5 1  11 1 1 391 2  37 37 274
8
6001696
6 2  37 57 57 455 1  83 83 1217
1 109393830
8383913
where ea h of the ai and bi are shifts of one or another of two spe ial sequen es.
There are similar relationships for all the S hubert parameters for our set of
Table 5. The S and T series
i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
8 9 10
Si 1 1 2 3 5 11 37 83 274 1217
Ti 1 1 1 1 7 8 1 57 391 455
triangles in terms of these two series, whi h we denote by S and T . We observed
that ea h series seemed to satisfy an order eight re urren e, namely,
2(i)  3(i+1)  Si 7  Si 1 + Si2 4 and
S =
i

Ti =

6

(i+1)  Ti

Si 8
7  Ti 1 + Ti2 4
Ti 8

,


where (i) = 01 ifif ii isis even
odd.
Sin e these two series were so fundamental, one author sent a query to the
On-Line En y lopdia of Integer Sequen es (sequen esresear h.att. om), authored by Neil J. A. Sloane. It qui kly posted ba k that the rst, S series, was
indeed a Somos 5 sequen e [4, p. 41℄, and gave the re ursion formula
A  A + Ai 2  Ai 3
:
(7)
Ai = i 1 i 4

Ai 5

We realised that the T series satis ed the same re urren e with di erent initial
terms. In terms of the order 5 re urren e we have
(8) 

1
; 1; 2; 3; 5 for i = 1; : : : ; 5
1; 1; 1; 1; 7 for i = 1; : : : ; 5
Si =
Ti =
Ai
for i  6.
Ai
for i  6.
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The half-angle otangents of our hain of Heron triangles with two rational medians
are given in terms of the series S and T by
Ma(i) =

(9)

Si+1  Si2+2  Ti
Si  Ti+1  Ti2+2

S S T T
Mb (i) = i+1 i+4 i+1 i+4
Si+2  Si+3  Ti+2  Ti+3
S2  S  T
Pb (i) = i+2 i2+3 i+4
Si+4  Ti+2  Ti+3
S  T2  T
i
Xb (i) = 2( 1 )  i2+1 i+2 i+4 :
Si+2  Si+4  Ti+1

Si+1  Si+2  Ti+1  Ti+2
Si  Si+3  Ti  Ti+3
S  S2  T
i+1
Xa (i) = 2( 1 )  i i+2 i2+3
Si+3  Ti  Ti+2
Pa (i) =

Equations (9) permitted us to rapidly ompute many orresponding triangles using
multipre ision pa kages (MAPLE and PARI) and ea h su h triangle invariably had
rational area and two rational medians.
VI. Sear hing for a Closed form for S and T sequen es
Having obtained re urren e relations for Si and Ti, we hoped that

a losed
formula would allow us to prove some of the results that we had so far observed only
numeri ally. A se ond posting to the s i.math.resear h newsgroup prompted a
number of interesting responses but by far the most impressive ame from Noam
Elkies, who gave two losed formulae for the Si sequen e and indire tly provided
a formula for the Ti sequen e. What follows borrows heavily from his reply.
Numeri al eviden e suggests that the sequen e Si also satis es re urren e relations of the form
Si 2 Si+2 = 2Si 1 Si+1 Si2
if i is even,
2
Si 2 Si+2 = 3Si 1 Si+1 Si
if i is odd:
It is possible to ombine these into a single identity by de ning

Si ; if i is even,
i =
rSi ; if i is odd.
Repla ing Si with i or i =r aspappropriate and then equating the pre eding two
re urren es, one nds that r = 4 2=3. Hen e, the i satisfy the re urren e relation
i 2 i+2 =

p

1 i+1 i2 :

6i

Be ause of the similarity of this to a Somos re urren e on sequen es of ellipti
theta fun tions, one attempts to t a solution of the form
(10)

+1
2 X

i = bui

n=

1

2
qn z in :
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In fa t, the parameters q; z; b; u an be obtained numeri ally from the ondition
that the formula for i hold for the initial values. This leads to
q = 0:02208942811097933557356088 : : :
z = 0:1141942041600238048921321 : : :
b = 0:9576898995913810138013844 : : :
u = 0:7889128685374661530379575 : : :
The theta fun tion (10) is rapidly onvergent and so we have a numeri al, losed
form expression to evaluate ea h i and hen e ea h Si. Using the initial onditions
for the T -sequen e would lead to a similar theta fun tion.
However, the numbers Si an also be obtained \arithmeti ally" from the ellipti
urve C  =q2Z asso iated to our theta fun tions. By
(i) omputing the j -invariant j (E ) = j (q2) as a real number,
(ii) using its ontinued fra tion to re ognize j (E ) as the rational 116=612,
(iii) omputing the x- oordinate of the point z on the urve C  =q2Z, whi h
determines the orre t quadrati twist, and
(iv) redu ing to standard minimal form,
Elkies nds the ellipti urve
E : y2 + xy = x3 + x2

2x;
whi h is urve #102-A1 in Cremona's tables [2℄. It has a point of order 2 at
(0; 0) and an in nite order point at P = (x; y) = (2; 2). For i = 1; 2; 3; 4; : : : the
x- oordinate of the i-th multiple of P on E in lowest terms is
2  12 ; 12 ; 2  22 ; 32 ; 2  52 ; 112 ; 2  372 ;    :
12 12 12 12 72 82 12
Indeed, the numerator of i  P is always Si2 or 2Si2 a ording as i is even or odd.
Noti e that the denominator is pre isely Ti2. The two sequen es are very losely
onne ted. Not only do they satisfy the same re urren e relation, but the initial
onditions are no longer arbitrary; given one it is possible to onstru t the other.
Unfortunately, we were not able to use either of these losed forms to prove
that the triangles generated from equations (9) and (4) always have rational area.
However, the ellipti urve does turn up again and leads to su h a proof from a
di erent dire tion.
VII. Triangles in the -plane lead to ve ellipti

urves

At this stage we used equations (9), (4), and (6) to generate the values of 
and  orresponding to the rst 100 terms of the two Somos sequen es Si and Ti.
We plotted these parameters, onsidered as points orresponding to distin t Heron
triangles with two rational medians, in the -plane (Figure 3) and the stru ture
here was a surprise.
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Heron triangles with 2 rational medians in the -plane
Rather than being randomly distributed in the region, the points seem to lie on
ve distin t urves. During this pro ess we dis overed that the points were being
distributed to the ve urves in a periodi way with a y le length of 7. The points
generated by the parameter set (Ma(i); Pa(i); Xa(i)) visited the urves in the order
f1,2,3,4,1,2,5g. Similarly, the points generated by the set (Mb (i); Pb (i); Xb (i))
visited the urves in the order f2,1,4,3,2,1,5g. As a result, it was easy to isolate the
rational oordinates of enough points on ea h urve to determine the orresponding
equations:
C1 : 2733 ( )(82 + 11 + 82 ) 3(52  + 52 )
( )(2 + 4 + 2 ) (32 7 + 32) 3( ) 1 = 0;
C2 : 32 2 2( ) (2 + 6 + 2 ) + 1 = 0;
C3 : ( )3 (4 + 113  + 32 2 + 113 + 4 )
2(3 3 ) + 10 + 2( ) + 1 = 0;
C4 : ( ) +  + 2( ) 1 = 0;
C5 : ( 1)3 2 + 2( + 1)(3 + 22 2 + 1) + (2 1)( + 1)3 = 0:
We onje tured that all the rational points on these ve urves produ e triangles
with rational area. Sin e the triangle has two rational medians, one an form (; )
parameters for either median. We all these dual parameter
sets for the triangle.
The transformation that takes (; ) to its dual point (0; 0 ) is given by
22 +  +  +  1 ; 0 =  22 +  +  + 1 :
0 =
3 +   + 1
3 +   + 1
Under this mapping the urves C1 and C2 are dual, as are C3 and C4 , while C5 is
self-dual. Thus it is suÆ ient to prove that all rational points on the urves C2 ,
C4 , and C5 say, orrespond to Heron triangles with two rational medians.
Figure 3.
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Next, we nd that C2 , C4 and C5 are all birationally equivalent to the same
ellipti urve so we need to prove the onje ture only for C4, say. These three
urves are quadrati in  and the respe tive dis riminants are
Dis (C2 ) = 4(44 + 83 + 52 2 + 1);
Dis (C4 ) = 4 + 23 + 52 8 + 4, and
Dis (C5 ) = 42 ( + 1)2 (4 + 23 + 52 8 + 4):
Sin e we are sear hing for rational points on ea h of the urves, we require the
dis riminant of ea h to be a rational square. All the rational points that for e this
orrespond to rational points on the ellipti urve
Y 2 = X 4 + 2X 3 + 5X 2 8X + 4:
For C2 , we map X to 1= while for C4 and C5 we just map X to . Finally we
were able to prove the following
THEOREM. Every rational point on the urve
C4 : 2  2 +  + 2 2

1=0

su h that 0 < ;  < 1 and 2 +  > 1 orresponds to a triangle with rational sides,
rational area, and two rational medians.

The proof requires several te hni al lemmas that will appear in a forth oming
paper. Here we just give an outline.
(i) The ,  inequalities are obtained from the triangle inequalities.
(ii) Redu e the squarefree part of the square of the area from degree 11 to
degree 8 by applying the urve C4 to Heron's formula (1).
(iii) Transform the urve C4 to minimal Weierstra form to obtain E , the ellipti urve found by Elkies in Se tion VI.
(iv) Finally, use indu tion in the group E (Q ) to show that any point that
orresponds to a triangle with rational area leads, in all possible ways, to
another point orresponding to a triangle with rational area.
VIII. Two Isolated Triangles

The story does not end here sin e two of the triangles found by omputational
sear h (the third and fourth entries of Table 2) do not lie on any of our ve ellipti
urves. Although these two triangles were found using equations (5), they are
probably not parametrizable by equations (9) sin e the ve urves were numeri ally
obtained from the latter. Ea h of these isolated triangles has asso iated with it
six triangles that have a rational median and rational area and share a ommon
S hubert parameter ratio. What role these ratios play is as yet undetermined.
We are ontinuing further resear h into these two triangles, as we onje ture
that all Heron triangles with two rational medians are produ ed by formulae similar
to those we have presented in this paper. However, nding more examples like
these two appears diÆ ult.
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